


















































































































- the ideal of theology and the real of rationalism -
　
Tokuo HURUMAKI *?
1) Faculty of Health and Welfare Science, Nayoro City University
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Original Paper
Abstract: Confronting the limits of human cognition, ancient philosophers voluntarily became theologicians in order to overcome 
skepticism towards the suppositions that a merciful god illuminates mankind’s natural reason and helps us to know the truth.
However, from the 12th century, when many of Aristotle’s works were introduced in Western Europe, people began to notice the 
contradictions between theology and philosophy.Though most theologicians attempted to defend theology against Aristotelian 
rationalism, the discussion exchanged among them were ultimately unproductive. As a result, the authority of theology was shaken 
and people began to question its truthfulness.The outline of this treatise is as follows.
1.From Augustinus to monastic theology
2.The rise of scholasticism and an influx of Aristotelianism
3.The relationship between theology and philosophy in the late 13th century
4.The Theological controversy between Dominicans and Franciscans
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